Eating out in the sun – safety tips & recipes
Barbecue Food Safely
 Keep food cold in the fridge until ready to use
 Cook meat thoroughly all the way through, in the oven first then finish off
on the BBQ
 Never serve chicken undercooked
 Never allow raw food to contaminate cooked food

Burgers Cook burgers until the juices run clear and there are no pink bits – never serve rare
Thick burgers, either bought or homemade are difficult to cook thoroughly on a BBQ. Cook
first in the oven at 200˚C Gas Mark 6 for 15 minutes, then brown on the BBQ, checking that
the juices run clear before serving.

Chicken
Never serve chicken under cooked – cook all chicken until juices run clear.
Ensure frozen chicken is thoroughly defrosted. Only use small pieces of chicken
on skewers, or fillets on The BBQ.
Chicken on the bone, like drumsticks should be cooked in the oven first and
transferred to the BBQ for crisping

Other meats
Sausages and any other minced products, cook thoroughly as for burgers to a core
temperature of 75˚C.
Steak, chops or similar whole pieces of lamb or beef may be served rare, as long as
all the outside surfaces are well browned

Food Safety Tips
Bacteria can easily be transferred from raw meats to cooked meats. In order
to prevent cross contamination you must always: Keep food cold in the fridge until ready to use
 Wash your hands thoroughly before and after handling raw meat
 Never put cooked meats back onto the same dish where you have had
raw meat
 Always use different tongs or forks for raw and cooked food
 Make sure that your hands are washed before touching other food.
This will reduce the risk of food poisoning
 Make sure that chopping boards, knives and any other equipment that
has been used to prepare raw meat is washed and scrubbed in hot
water and detergent, and disinfectant before being used with other
foods

